Combined temperature and density series for fluid-phase properties. II. Lennard-Jones spheres.
In Paper I [J. R. Elliott, A. J. Schultz, and D. A. Kofke, J. Chem. Phys. 143, 114110 (2015)] of this series, a methodology was presented for computing the coefficients of a power series of the Helmholtz energy in reciprocal temperature, β, through density series based on cluster integral expansions. Previously, power series in β were evaluated by thermodynamic perturbation theory (TPT) using molecular simulation of a reference fluid. The present methodology uses cluster integrals to evaluate coefficients of the density expansion at each individual order of temperature. While Paper I [J. R. Elliott, A. J. Schultz, and D. A. Kofke, J. Chem. Phys. 143, 114110 (2015)] developed this methodology for square well (SW) spheres, the present work extends the methodology to Lennard-Jones (LJ) spheres, where the reference fluid is the Weeks-Chandler-Andersen potential. Comparisons of TPT coefficients computed from cluster integrals to those from molecular simulation show good agreement through third order in β when coefficients are expressed with effective approximants. Notably, the agreement for LJ spheres is much better than for SW spheres although fewer coefficients of the density series (B2-B5) are available than for SW spheres (B2-B6). The coefficients for Bi(β) of the reference fluid are shown to follow a simple relationship to the virial coefficients of hard sphere fluids, corrected for the temperature dependency of the equivalent hard sphere diameter. This lays the foundation for a correlation of the second virial coefficient of LJ spheres B2(β) that extrapolates to infinite order in temperature. This correlation of B2(β) provides a basis for estimating the low density limit of TPT coefficients at all orders in temperature, facilitating a recursive extrapolation formula to estimate TPT coefficients of fourth order and higher over the entire density range. The applicability of the resulting equation of state is demonstrated by computing the thermodynamic properties for LJ spheres and comparing to standard simulation results.